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Flowfield Measurements for a
Highly Turbulent Flow in a Stator
Vane Passage
Turbine vanes experience high convective surface heat transfer as a consequence
turbulent flow exiting the combustor. Before improvements to vane heat transfer pr
tions through boundary layer calculations can be made, we need to understand ho
turbulent flow in the inviscid region of the passage reacts as it passes between
adjacent turbine vanes. In this study, a scaled-up turbine vane geometry was use
low-speed wind tunnel simulation. The test section included a central airfoil with
adjacent vanes. To generate the 20 percent turbulence levels at the entrance
cascade, which simulates levels exiting the combustor, an active grid was used. T
component laser-Doppler velocimeter measurements of the mean and fluctuating q
ties were measured in a plane at the vane midspan. Coincident velocity measure
were made to quantify Reynolds shear stress and correlation coefficients. The e
spectra and length scales were also measured to give a complete set of inlet bou
conditions that can be used for numerical simulations. The results show that the turb
kinetic energy throughout the inviscid region remained relatively high. The surface
transfer measurements indicated high augmentation near the leading edge as well
pressure side of the vane as a result of the elevated turbulence levels.
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Introduction
High heat transfer augmentations on a turbine blade due to

turbulence levels exiting the combustor continue to be a topic
concern for the gas turbine industry. With this concern comes
need to develop a fundamental understanding of how the hig
turbulent flow convects through the turbine vane passage.
turbulence characteristics in the inviscid flow region of the turb
vane passage are typically needed as a boundary condition
boundary layer calculations. Also, when performing a f
Navier–Stokes CFD simulation, one of the first benchma
needed for the various turbulence models is a comparison o
turbulence predictions in the passage.

This paper presents mean and turbulent flowfield measurem
in the inviscid region of the turbine airfoil for both a low~base-
line! and a highly turbulent flowfield. Several studies presented
the past have measured two of the three velocity components
rms levels in a scarce number of locations in a turbine vane
sage. In this study, all three fluctuating velocities were measu
to quantify the turbulent kinetic energy variation in the turbi
vane passage. Coincident streamwise and cross-pitch veloc
were measured to quantify Reynolds shear stress. Energy sp
of the fluctuating velocities were computed to give length sca
and estimates of the dissipation at the entrance to the turbine v
These measurements provide an understanding of the variatio
the turbulence throughout the passage as well as a complete
inlet boundary conditions necessary for a numerical simulatio

Past Studies
There have been a few studies documenting turbulence le

exiting the combustor. Kuotmos and McGuirk@1# measured mean
and fluctuating velocity profiles in a can-type combustion cha
ber and reported local axial turbulence levels up to 30 percen
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the exit of the combustor. Moss@2# also measured turbulenc
levels exiting a variety of gas turbine combustors and repor
turbulence levels of 9 percent with a typical length scale be
between 5 to 7 mm. Ames@3# studied turbulence levels exiting
scaled-up, two-dimensional representation of an annular com
tor and reported turbulence levels as high as 13 percent wi
length scale to pitch ratio ofLx/P50.13.

The characteristics of the turbulent field convecting through
passage have not been completely documented at this time. B
@4#, Priddy and Bayley@5#, Ames@6#, Bangert et al.@7#, and Ra-
domsky and Thole@8# all reported measurements of some turb
lence components inside the turbine vane passage. All of th
studies reported that there is a decrease in the streamwise flu
tions in the inviscid region as the flow accelerates along the s
tion side of the vane. Along the pressure side of the vane, Pri
and Bayley @5# reported streamwise fluctuations that remain
nominally constant. Ames@6# reported an increase in the cros
stream fluctuations~normal to the blade surface! as the flow pro-
gressed through the passage, while Radomsky and Thole@8# re-
ported similar increases in both the cross-stream and span
fluctuations.

In general, there is still not enough information regarding t
turbulent flowfield characteristics surrounding a turbine airfoil.
date, there have been some measurements of the streamwise
tuations and a scarce number of measurements of the cross-
velocity fluctuations. Not enough measurements have been m
to deduce the turbulent kinetic energy field or the shear st
surrounding a vane. There is a need to have well-docume
turbulent flowfield measurements both to gain a better phys
understanding and for CFD benchmarking purposes.

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation
A stator vane, scaled up by a factor of nine, was placed i

large-scale wind tunnel for this study. The stator vane geom
was a two-dimensional slice of an engine profile taken at the v
midspan. The construction and the development of the scale
stator turbine vane and the test section have been previously d
mented by Radomsky and Thole@8# and Kang et al.@9#. The wind
tunnel used in this study is recirculating with a corner test sect
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shown in Fig. 1. This test section contains a central turbine v
with two adjacent vanes. The outside adjacent vane was
structed by attaching a leading edge to a plexiglass sidewall
lowing for optical access. The placement of the sidewall exa
matches that surface of an adjacent vane. At the point where
adjacent vane geometry stops, the flexible wall was positio
such that the central vane matched a two-dimensional, invi
pressure distribution computationally predicted for periodic va
at low-speed conditions. The inlet Reynolds number, based u
approach velocity and chord length, was matched to that of en
conditions. Pressure measurements on the central vane were
to ensure that the sidewall and flow stagnation point were p
tioned correctly. The upstream sidewall boundary layers were
moved by adjustable bleeds while tailboards on the outer va
ensured that periodic flow occurred in both passages around
central airfoil. A description of the turbine vane itself is given
Table 1.

A fixed Cartesian coordinate system was maintained for th
measurements based on a location measured from the flow
nation point, as shown in Fig. 1. Flowfield measurements, wh
included all three velocity components and rms velocities, w
performed with a two-component laser-Doppler velocime
~LDV ! with digital burst correlator processors. The LDV was p
sitioned both on the top of the test section to measure the stre
wise ~U! and cross-passage (V) velocity components and on th
side of the test section to measure spanwise~W! velocities. A 350
mm focusing lens without a beam expander was used to m
measurements of the streamwise and pitchwise compon
through the top endwall. The spanwise component was meas
from the side using the 750 mm focusing lens with a beam
pander. The probe volume length and diameter for the 350
lens were 1.3 mm and 90mm whereas the probe volume leng
and diameter for the 750 mm lens with the beam expander w
0.85 mm and 46mm. The flow was seeded with 1-mm-dia alumi-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the stator vane test section

Table 1 Geometrical and flow conditions for the stator vane
geometry
256 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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num dioxide particles. The measured velocities were corrected
bias errors using the residence time weighting correction sche

Autocorrelation length scales were measured with a single s
sor hot-wire having a length of 1.5 mm and diameter of 4mm.
The hot-wire sensor had a frequency response of 200 kHz a
m/s, but the analog output was filtered at 10 kHz. The integ
length scales were calculated using eight samples with e
sample having 80,000 points at a sample frequency of 20 k
These single sensor hot-wire measurements were taken at a
tion where the flow was only in one direction based on the
sumption of a Guassian distribution of the turbulence. As will
shown later, good agreement occurred for both the mean and
levels between the hot-wire measurements and L
measurements.

As previously described by Radomsky and Thole@8#, the cen-
tral vane as well as the outer leading edges were constructe
stacking rigid polystyrene pieces 5 cm thick that were cut into
shape of the vane using a template and a heated wire. On
outside of the central vane surface, five 50mm thick type 304
stainless steel foils were attached to the polystyrene. The m
foils provided a constant heat flux boundary condition. Bene
the stainless steel foil and embedded in the styrofoam 58 typ
thermocouples were placed. The spanwise position for the t
mocouples was at 40 percent of the span measured from the
tom endwall.

The convective heat flux was calculated using the total po
supplied to the metal foils minus radiation losses and conduc
losses and gains. The radiation correction used a vane su
emissivity ofe50.22~value for typical clean stainless steel give
by Incropera and DeWitt@10#! and the measured side wall tem
peratures, which agreed with the free-stream temperature. Th
diation losses ranged between 3–8 percent of the input powe
the baseline, low-turbulence cases. A two-dimensional finite
ment grid was constructed to account for the conduction los
and gains. The worst case was for the baseline case close t
trailing edge, resulting in a 2 percent correction.

The development of the turbulence generator used for the h
free-stream turbulence experiments was described in detai
Bangert et al.@7#. This active grid consists of vertical hollow
square bars with jets injecting into the mainstream in both
upstream and downstream directions. The bars are 1.27 cm sq
with the jet holes having a diameter of 1.5 mm and vertica
spaced 3.05 cm apart. These hollow bars were installed 88
widths upstream of the stator vane stagnation position or, in te
of vane coordinates, at 1.9 chords in front of the stagnation p
tion. A compressed air supply fed a plenum that supplied eac
the bars.

Uncertainty Estimates
Each of the mean and rms velocities presented in this pa

were averaged over 12,000 points, which took nominally 30 s
onds to acquire using the LDV. When performing coinciden
measurements for the Reynolds shear stress, a total of 25
points were taken at each location. The precision uncertainties
these measurements were estimated using a 95 percent confi
interval. The precision uncertainty for the mean velocities was
percent for the low turbulence measurements and 0.8 percen
the high turbulence level while the bias uncertainty for both w
estimated to be 1 percent. The precision uncertainty for the rm
the velocity fluctuations was 2.0 percent for the high turbulen
levels, while the uncertainties in the measured Reynolds stress
turbulent correlation coefficient were estimated to be 12 perc
For the hot-wire measurements, the precision uncertainty for
mean and rms velocities were 2.6 and 2.5 percent, respectiv
while the uncertainty in the integral length scale was estimate
be 12.4 percent.

The total uncertainty in Stanton numbers, using the sequen
perturbation method discussed by Moffat@11# was 4 percent at the
leading edge and 5 percent at the trailing edge on the suction
Transactions of the ASME
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of the vane. The higher uncertainty at the trailing edge of
suction side is a result of the lower difference between the sur
and mainstream temperatures that dominated the uncertain
the Stanton number.

Inlet Flow Conditions
To insure good flow conditions around the turbine vane, a nu

ber of velocity profiles were checked upstream and at the sta
tion location. Mean velocity profiles were measured for low a
high turbulent flowfields at the inlet using both an LDV and
hot-wire anemometer. In addition, flowfield measurements w
compared between the inner and outer passages to insure
periodicity in the two passages surrounding the central vane.
flowfield measurements were compared with CFD predicti
made using RAMPANT as described in FLUENT/UNS@12#.
These two-dimensional, inviscid, CFD predictions were made
ing a single passage with periodic boundary conditions. The i
velocities to the turbine vane for both the low and high turbulen
cases were matched.

Figure 2~a! compares measured and predicted profiles ac
the entire pitch of the two passages in terms of the streamwise
cross-stream velocities normalized by the upstream incident
locity, U` . The measurement location was one-third of a ch
upstream of the vane stagnation. Both the low and high fr
stream turbulence cases are presented in Fig. 2~a!. The velocity
measurements for both the low and high turbulent cases a
very well with the predicted velocities except near the edge of
test section where there is a sidewall boundary layer. Note
this is upstream of the sidewall suction slot, which is intended
remove the sidewall boundary layer. These measurements a
good indication that the active grid jets have not affected the m
flowfield. Across the vertical span of the turbine vane, the m

Fig. 2 „a… Inlet mean velocity profiles measured at one-third
chord upstream of the vane stagnation; „b… Inlet turbulence lev-
els and length scale measured at one-third chord upstream of
the vane stagnation
Journal of Turbomachinery
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velocity uniformity was such that the maximum deviation norm
ized by the average velocity was 1.6 and 3.5 percent for the
and high turbulence cases. In addition to the LDV data, Fig. 2~a!
shows good agreement with the hot-wire measurements of
streamwise velocity component for the highly turbulent case.
this location, the vane is already detected by the flow, showin
deceleration in the streamwise velocity component at the cente
the passage. As the streamlines turn around the vane, slig
positive cross-span (V/U`) velocities occur near the stagnatio
for Y/P.0 and slightly negative cross-span velocities occur n
the stagnation forY/P,0.

Figure 2~b! shows the normalized rms levels of the streamw
(urms/U`), cross-stream (v rms/U`), and the spanwise (wrms/U`)
velocity fluctuations as well as the normalized integral (Lx /P)
and dissipation (L« /P) length scales for the highly turbulent cas
At the inlet location, all three rms levels are close to the sa
value with only slightly lower spanwise fluctuations,wrms/U` .
The average spanwise fluctuations are 91 percent of the ave
streamwise fluctuations and 93 percent of the cross-stream
tuations. For the high turbulence case, the maximum deviatio
the rms velocities across the vertical span of the turbine vane
2.8 percent. The average turbulence level at this location is 1
percent. The hot-wire measurements of the streamwise fluc
tions in Fig. 2~b! show good agreement with the LDV
measurements.

The integral length scale, also shown in Fig. 2~b!, is nominally
12 percent of the vane pitch and is relatively uniform across
pitch. The dissipation, used in the dissipation length scale,
determined from a curve fit to the following formula in the inerti
subrange of the energy spectra for the streamwise fluctuat
@6,13#:

E1~k1!51.62~18/55!«2/3k1
25/3 (1)

The dissipation length scale is nominally two times larger than
integral length scale. Figure 2b shows that the level and scale o
the turbulence are representative of combustor generated tu
lence as measured by Ames@3#.

Figure 3~a! shows LDV mean velocity measurements across
passages at the vane geometric stagnation for both the low
high turbulence cases as compared with a CFD prediction for
low turbulence case. Note that both the inside and outside
sages around the central turbine vane are shown. There is
agreement between the measured and predicted mean ve
components as well as an indication that the flow periodicity
tween the two passages is quite good. The rms velocities for
highly turbulent flowfield also showed good periodicity for th
two passages, as will be shown later.

Streamwise velocity measurements leading up to the flow s
nation and midspan passage locations of the vane are comp
with that predicted in Fig. 3~b!. Note that good agreement be
tween the predicted and measured velocities using both the L
and hot-wire occur. Figure 4 shows how the streamwise rms
els of the velocity fluctuations as well at the turbulent kine
energy, normalized by the upstream velocity, vary proceeding
to the leading edge. For each of the velocity fluctuations, an
crease starts to occur atX/C520.05, moving toward the vane
Very close to the vane, the streamwise fluctuations,urms/U` ,
again decrease. Note that the hot-wire measurements of
streamwise fluctuations are only presented up toX/C520.1. Be-
yond that location the streamlines turn significantly and the
locities are quite low with high turbulence levels making the h
wire measurements invalid. The turbulent kinetic energy, a
shown in Fig. 4, increases to a level that is 1.3 times higher t
at the inlet. The rapid increase starts to occur at approxima
one integral length scale upstream of the vane stagna
(X/C;20.1).

The energy spectra of the streamwise fluctuations at the i
are shown in Fig. 5 as compared with the von Karman spectra
the unified relation given by Mayle et al.@14#. Also shown in Fig.
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 257
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5 are the spectra taken at the closest position to the stagn
location. The turbulent Reynolds numbers, Rel , for these two
locations are quite similar. The Taylor microscale was estima
from the following relation:

l5F15nurms
2

« G1/2

(2)

In the low wave number region there is good agreement betw
the measured energy spectra and those given by the von Ka
and Mayle et al.@14# relations. As the wave number increases,
drop-off of the inertial subrange is well predicted by the relati
given by Mayle et al. @14# for the inlet condition (X/C5
20.35). Although the turbulent Reynolds numbers are very si

Fig. 3 „a… Velocity components measured at the geometric
stagnation and „b… velocity approaching the vane stagnation
and passage

Fig. 4 The rms velocity components, turbulent kinetic energy,
and integral length scale approaching the vane stagnation
point
258 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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lar, closer to the stagnation location (X/C520.09) the drop-off
in the inertial subrange is not predicted by the relation given
Mayle et al.@14# but is much more rapid.

Mean Velocity Flow Field Results
Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show vectors and normalized total velo

ity contours for the low free-stream turbulence case measu
throughout the passage. Note that all of these flowfield meas
ments were made in a plane at the midspan between the
pitches of the central vane passages. For presentation purpos
this paper, the data were simply numerically shifted to give o
full pitch from stagnation to stagnation. Because the data w
shifted, the smoothness of the contours are an indication of
good flow periodicity in both passages of the central vane.

As expected with this vane geometry, there is a high accel
tion that occurs around the suction side of the vane. The fl
stagnation can be clearly seen from both the contours and
velocity vectors. The contour levels indicate that the flow h
been accelerated to five times the incident velocity.

Figure 7 gives the normalized total velocity contours for t
highly turbulent flow. The largest difference between Figs. 6~b!
and 7 is along the suction surface where a larger region of h
speed fluid occurs for the highly turbulent flowfield. This larg
high-speed region is a result of an acceleration of the inviscid fl
due to the transition of a turbulent boundary layer occurring f
ther upstream along the vane. Earlier transition caused a thi
turbulent boundary layer along the suction side of the vane for
highly turbulent case. The difference between the cases can
be seen in Fig. 8 where the local freestream velocity distributio
given for the measured conditions and the inviscid CFD pred
tion. The effect of the larger boundary layer thickness can be s
at values greater thans/C50.5.

Turbulent Flow Field Results
Contours of the rms levels of the fluctuations for each of

velocity components were measured for the inviscid region. F
ures 9~a–c! show contour levels of the normalized rms levels f
the 19.5 percent inlet turbulence case. Contour levels are give
increments of 0.04.

For the streamwise fluctuations, shown in Fig. 9~a! the inlet
levels are nominallyurms/U`50.2. Between the inlet and stagna
tion region the rms levels are betweenurms/U`50.16 and 0.20.
Near the leading edge, an increase in the streamwise fluctua
occurs with the peak occurring just upstream of the geome
stagnation location toward the suction surface of the vane rela
to the flow stagnation location. The peak level rises to a value
urms/U`50.24. Very near the geometric stagnation point, t
streamwise fluctuations decrease as a result of being attenuat
the presence of the vane. As the flow progresses along the p
sure surface, theurms/U`50.20 contour level moves away from

Fig. 5 One-dimensional energy spectra approaching the vane
stagnation point
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 „a… Total velocity vectors and „b… total velocity contours
at TuÄ0.6 percent

Fig. 7 Total velocity contours at TuÄ19.5 percent
Journal of Turbomachinery
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the pressure surface giving a lower value ofurms/U`50.16. At
the midpitch of the passage, the lowest streamwise rms le
occur aturms/U`50.16. This region is where the flow begins
turn and has the highest acceleration in the streamwise velo
component, resulting in a negative production of the streamw
velocity fluctuations.

Progressing through the passage, the streamwise fluctua
again start to increase up to a peak ofurms/U`50.28. Beyond that
peak location, the rms levels stay relatively constant. Note
near the suction surface, the streamwise rms levels are lower
at the midportion of the passage. Keeping in mind that an ortho
nal coordinate system was maintained for these measurem
these velocity fluctuations are almost normal to the vane surf
The lower values near the surface can be explained by the fact
the vane surface is attenuating the fluctuations.

The cross-stream rms contours are shown in Fig. 9~b!. Again,
there is good uniformity at the entrance to the test section wit
level of n rms/U`50.20. A high contour ofn rms/U`50.24 occurs
near the shoulder of the stator vane in the high acceleration
gion. This is also the location of the low contours ofurms/U` .
Also, a low contour ofn rms/U`50.16 occurs in the middle of the
passage, which starts at the location where the high contou
urms/U` occurred. Near the suction side of the vane surface, v
high n rms/U` values occur. Unlike theurms/U` fluctuations,
which were being attenuated at the vane surface, the cross-st
fluctuations are quite high at the suction surface. These high
ues occur near the end of the turbine vane suction surface s
this direction is more parallel with the turbine vane surface.

The spanwise rms contours, shown in Fig. 9~c!, indicate varia-
tions only occurring in the near-wall regions. At the passage in
the levels arewrms/U`50.20 with values becoming slightly
higher atwrms/U`50.24 once inside the passage.

The turbulent kinetic energy level contours, which combine
three fluctuations, are shown in Fig. 10. Note that the increm
between levels is 0.02. These contours are presented in term
Ak/U` and can be converted to a turbulence intensity throu
multiplying by a constant factor, i.e.A2/3Ak/U` . The turbulent
kinetic energy is quite uniform at the inlet with values betwe
Ak/U`50.22 and 0.24. As the flow progresses toward the g
metric stagnation on the suction side of the vane, the turbu
kinetic energy levels increase significantly, reaching as high
Ak/U`50.32. At the midpitch region just upstream of the pa
sage, lower turbulent kinetic energy levels occur with values
low asAk/U`50.22. Once inside the vane passage, the turbu
kinetic energy increases to a level ofAk/U`50.28, and remains
essentially constant throughout the middle of the passage.
result shows that there is not a decay in the turbulent kin
energy through a turbine vane passage. Near the turbine
walls high values of the turbulent kinetic energy were measur

Fig. 8 Vane velocity distribution at TuÄ0.6 percent and Tu
Ä19.5 percent
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 259
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Fig. 9 Contours of „a… u rms ÕU` , „b… n rms ÕU` , and „c… w rms ÕU`

at TuÄ19.5 percent
260 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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It is clear that there is a very high region along the suction side
the vane beyonds/C50.4 that is approximately where transitio
to a turbulent boundary layer occurs.

Coincident LDV data were taken for theU andV velocity com-
ponents to quantify Reynolds shear stress and correlation co
cients. Contours of the Reynolds shear stress normalized by
square of the inlet mean velocity (u8n8/U`

2 ) are shown in Fig.
11~a! while the correlation coefficients (Run) are shown in Fig.
11~b!. Unlike the other turbulent stress components~urms

2 , n rms
2 ,

andwrms
2 !, the shear stress contours indicate a much different

havior. Positive shear stresses occur along the shoulder of
suction surface starting at the flow stagnation location. A nega
shear stress occurs beyond this location. In the center of the
sage, the magnitude in shear stress increases up touu8n8/U`

2 u
50.025, after which a decrease occurs.

For the turbulent shear stress,u8n8, it is helpful to consider the
production mechanism under high free-stream turbulence co
tions. As pointed out by Gibson and Rodi@15# and Bradshaw@16#
the production term foru8n8 along a streamline can be written a

P~u8n8!5~2urms
2 2n rms

2 !
u

R
2n rms

2 F S 11
y

RD ]u

]y G (3)

In considering the inviscid region for the high turbulent case,
dominant term in this production equation is the first te
whereby streamline curvature effects are included. For Eq.~3!, R
is the radius of curvature of the streamlines, positive for conv
curvature and negative for concave curvature; andu, n, andw are
the local mean velocity components along the streamline. In
case where the free-stream turbulence level is low but yet the
has streamline curvature, the production ofu8n8 shear stress is
quite small. In the case where there is no streamline curvature
yet the flow has high free-stream turbulence levels, the produc
of u8n8 shear stress is also quite small. This latter case is in
cated in the region upstream of the turbine vane and in the ce
of the vane passage whereu8n850 as shown in Fig. 11~a!. As the
flow approaches the turbine vane for the convex curved stre
lines (R.0) along the suction surface shoulder, a positive p
duction occurs as 2urms

2 .n rms
2 . Much further into the passag

where concave curved streamlines occur (R,0) and 2urms
2

.n rms
2 , the production ofu8n8 decreases and theu8n8 values

approach zero.

Fig. 10 Contours of Ak ÕU` at TuÄ19.5 percent
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An understanding of the turbulent kinetic energy contours
better achieved by considering the production terms for a cur
streamline along with the shear stress contours. Gibson and
@5# and Bradshaw@16# give the production term for the turbulen
kinetic energy along a curved streamline as:

P~k!52u8n8F S 11
y

RD ]u

]y
2

u

R
1

]n

]sG2urms
2 S ]u

]s
1

u

RD
2n rms

2 S 11
y

r D ]n

]y
(4)

Both Gibson and Rodi and Bradshaw point out that the domin
ing production term is the one that is underlined. For a turbul
boundary layer on flat plate, the production reduces
u8n8]u/]y, but where curvature exists there are additional ter
such asu8n8(u/R). For the convex curvature case~suction side of
the vane! whereR.0 andu8n8.0, this results in a positive pro
duction for the turbulent kinetic energy. For the concave curv
streamlines whereR,0 andu8n8,0, this also results in a posi
tive production.

Fig. 11 Contours of „a… u 8n8ÕU`
2 and „b… Ru n
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Referring to Fig. 10, the lowest turbulent kinetic energy lev
occur at a location of the midpitch entrance to the turbine va
passage. This location corresponds to the low shear stress v
and very little streamline curvature. The high levels of turbule
kinetic energy near the geometric stagnation point~along the suc-
tion surface shoulder!, can be attributed to the high turning of th
streamlines. Progressing through the passage, as the shear
increases there is an increase in the turbulent kinetic energy du
the increased production.

Figure 11~b! shows correlation coefficient contours. At the inl
to the turbine vane, the turbulence structures are uncorrela
giving a correlation coefficient ofRun50. Except for the suction
shoulder of the turbine vane, the correlation coefficients were
marily negative with a peak reaching as high asuRunu50.60. A
negative correlation coefficient implies one of two conditions. T
first condition is when a particle with a highU-velocity moves in
the negativeY direction ~negativeV! giving a negativeRun since
the instantaneousU will be lower thanŪ. The second condition is
when a lowU-velocity fluid moves in the positiveY direction
~positiveV!, which is toward the suction surface. Because of
cross-pitch pressure gradient driving the flow from the press
side toward the suction surface, the streamlines move toward
suction surface. Based on this argument, one would expect n
tive correlation coefficients to occur inside the turbine vane p
sage. The correlation coefficient rapidly decreases at the en
the passage. In the leading edge region, the positive correla
coefficients occur because the low streamwise speed fluid is t
ing in the negativeY direction.

Flow Field Relative to Vane Heat Transfer
It has been well-documented that high free-stream turbule

can greatly augment the surface heat transfer. Figure 12 show
measured heat transfer along the vane surface for low and
free-stream turbulence conditions. For the low free-stream tur
lence conditions, the peak heat transfer occurs ats/C50.25,
which is where the highest acceleration occurs along the shou
of the suction side of the turbine vane. For the high free-stre
turbulence conditions, the Stanton numbers are relatively cons
at elevated values, starting at the stagnation location and ext
ing to s/C50.2 followed by a slight bump ats/C50.25. The
transition location has moved significantly upstream on the v
surface for the high free-stream turbulence conditions relative
the baseline low free-stream turbulence. On the pressure sid
the vane (s/C,0), the Stanton numbers indicate a slight rise ne
the trailing edge of the vane surface, indicating that transition m
be starting.

Also shown in Fig. 12 are the turbulent kinetic energy valu
along the turbine vane surface just outside of the boundary la
for the Tu519.5 percent case. The highest turbulent kinetic
ergy levels occur at the stagnation location extending along

Fig. 12 Stanton number distribution and turbulent kinetic en-
ergy outside the vane boundary layer
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 261
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suction side of the vane. The turbulence levels start to decrea
s/C50.4 and continue to decrease along the suction surface. A
an initial decrease along the pressure surface, there is aga
increase in the turbulent kinetic energy levels beyonds/C5
20.5. The highest augmentations in heat transfer occur along
pressure side of the vane where the increase in turbulent kin
energy occurs.

Conclusions
This paper clearly showed that throughout the turbine vane

sage, turbulence does not decay but rather it remains quite
throughout the passage. In order to conclude this, it was neces
to do a detailed flowfield mapping of all three velocities to qua
tify mean and rms levels. The turbulent kinetic energy conto
showed increased values at the stagnation location and in
boundary layer after transition. The contours of streamwise
cross-pitch fluctuations showed variations throughout the pass
which, along with the curvature of the streamlines, could be u
to explain the production of the shear stress. The contour
spanwise fluctuations showed relatively constant values ex
near the turbine vane surface. The production mechanisms fo
turbulent kinetic energy were also discussed whereby the stre
line curvature played a significant role.

The turbulent correlation coefficients in the turbine vane p
sage indicate that highly correlated turbulent structures exist.
sign of these coefficients are as expected with fluid moving fr
the pressure side of the vane to the suction side. The turbu
kinetic energy levels in the inviscid region just outside of t
boundary layer show values that are very high with the peak
els occurring at the stagnation region and along the shoulde
the suction surface. Other than moving the transition location
ther upstream along the suction surface, the high free-stream
bulence also greatly augmented the surface heat transfer alon
pressure side of the vane.
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Nomenclature

b 5 turbulence generator bar width
C 5 true chord length
e 5 emissivity

E1(k1) 5 spectra for streamwise fluctuations
f 5 frequency
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient5qconv9 /(Ts2T`)
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy50.5(urms

2 1n rms
2 1wrms

2 )
k1 5 wavenumber52p f /u
L« 5 dissipation length scale51.5urms

3 /«
P 5 turbine vane pitch

qconv9 5 convective heat flux5qinput9 2qrad9 2qcond9
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qcond9 5 conductive heat flux from finite element analysis
qinput9 5 total heat flux from foils
qrad9 5 radiative heat flux5es(Ts

42T`
4 )

R 5 radius of curvature
Run 5 turbulent correlation coefficient5u8n8/(urmsn rms)
Rein 5 Reynolds number based on chord length and inlet

velocity
Rel 5 Reynolds number based on Taylor microscale and

urms
s 5 distance measured along vane surface from stagn

tion
S 5 full span

St 5 Stanton number5h/rCpU`
Ts 5 surface temperature
T` 5 free-stream temperature
Tu 5 turbulence level
U` 5 upstream incident velocity

u8n8 5 Reynolds shear stress
u, n, w 5 local mean velocities along a streamline
U, urms 5 local mean and rms velocities in theX direction
V, n rms 5 local mean and rms velocities in theY direction

W, wrms 5 local mean and rms velocities in theZ direction
X, Y, Z 5 fixed Cartesian coordinate system measured from

the flow stagnation, see Fig. 1
« 5 turbulent dissipation obtained from Eq.~1!

Lx 5 streamwise integral turbulent length scale
l 5 Taylor microscale
n 5 kinematic viscosity
s 5 Stefan–Boltzmann constant
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